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Toward Distinct Element Method
Simulations of Carbon Nanotube
Systems
We propose distinct element method modeling of carbon nanotube systems. The atomic-
level description of an individual nanotube is coarse-grained into a chain of spherical
elements that interact by parallel bonds located at their contacts. The spherical elements
can lump multiple translational unit cells of the carbon nanotube and have both trans-
lational and rotational degrees of freedom. The discrete long ranged interaction between
nanotubes is included in a van der Waals contact of nonmechanical nature that acts
simultaneously with the parallel bonds. The created mesoscopic model is put into service
by simulating a realistic carbon nanotube ring. The ring morphology arises from the
energy balance stored in both parallel and van der Waals bonds.
!DOI: 10.1115/1.4002609"

1 Introduction
Carbon nanotubes #CNTs$ exhibit remarkable mechanical char-

acteristics such as high mechanical strength !1" and resilience !2".
For this reason, they are highly researched for applications. Valu-
able insights into individual CNT response have been obtained
theoretically from atomic-level simulations !1–5". Unfortunately,
performing exhaustive simulations at atomistic scale for CNT sys-
tems of engineering significance is computationally prohibitive.
Coarse-graining approaches that reduce !6,7", combine !8", or
even eliminate !9,10" the large number of atomistic degrees of
freedom are used in order to make simulations manageable. How-
ever, in spite of such developments, simulations on collective be-
havior have not kept pace with the demand from many areas rang-
ing from nanoelectromechanical systems !11", nanocomposite
materials !12", and nanotoxicology !13".

To model large-scale motions of polymers, colloids, surfactants,
nanotubes, and biomolecular assemblies, mesoscopic simulation
methods have been developed such as dissipative particle dynam-
ics !14" and Langevin dynamics !15". Interestingly, the method
invoked here, the distinct element method #DEM$ !16", is cur-
rently used for larger scale simulations in granular and discontinu-
ous materials such as granular flows, powder mechanics, and rock
mechanics !17". In this work, we show that DEM can be easily
adapted for CNT simulations. We first formulate a basic DEM
mesoscopic model of CNT systems in terms of the contact inter-
actions between discrete elements. Using parameters derived pre-
viously from the atomic-level description, we illustrate the utility
of this model in a complex situation involving large elastic defor-
mation and van der Waals #vdW$ adhesion. DEM emerges as an
attractive methodology not only because of its simplicity but also
because of its availability in several commercially available dis-
tinct element programs such as PFC3D !18" #which was used to
perform the work described here$. It may also be possible to per-

form similar modeling with traditional molecular dynamics pro-
grams such as LAMMPS !19".

2 Distinct Element Method for CNTs
Unlike other particle-based methods, the DEM particles are no

longer being treated as point masses. Instead, each individual el-
ement is a rigid body characterized by a mass m uniformly dis-
tributed in the spherical element of radius R and moment of inertia
I= #2 /5$mR2. These parameters are time-independent, and for
simplicity, here all spheres are taken to be identical. Thus, the
system composed of a collection of N discrete element contains
not only translational but also rotational degrees of freedom. Spe-
cifically, the generalized coordinates #also called state variables$
are the positions ri and velocities vi for the center of mass of each
sphere, as well as their angular rotations !i and angular velocity
vectors "i, where i=1, . . . ,N.

One counterintuitive aspect is that although the spherical par-
ticles are rigid, they can interpenetrate, Fig. 1. The intersection of
the two proximate spherical surfaces define a plane, the contact
plane, perpendicular to the axis connecting the two centers located
at ri and ri+1. In the DEM logic, interpenetration signifies that the
two elements interact. Various constitutive contact models of pure
mechanical nature are available !18" to describe the interaction of
elements. The mechanical behavior of this system is described by
evolving in time each rigid sphere according to the laws of clas-
sical mechanics Fi=mr̈i and Mi= I!̈i. Fi and Mi are the total force
and moment, respectively, acting on element i that arise due to the
interactions with the elements in contact, as well as artificially
introduced dissipative forces. With the PFC3D method at hand !18",
the system is evolved in time with a nonsymplectic leapfrog
second-order in time-step scheme. The goal is to drive the system
toward a low energy metastable state rather than performing ther-
modynamic integration like in molecular dynamics.

2.1 Contact Model to Represent the Covalent Binding. The
individual CNT quasi-one-dimensional structure extending over
microns of length originates in the strong covalent carbon-carbon
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bonding. This bonding is formed by sharing of the valence elec-
trons according to the laws of quantum mechanics. Paramount to
our coarse-grained DEM model is describing the larger scale me-
chanics. Thus, we aim to retain from the fundamental atomic-scale
both quasi-one-dimensional stable structure and low-frequency
acoustic vibrations.

As reviewed on a number of occasions !20", the nanomechanics
of deformed CNTs can be interpreted with the heuristics of the
continuum. For example, a quadratic variation of strain energy
with the applied strain computed microscopically is usually inter-
preted as linear elastic behavior. Recent microscopic data indi-
cated that single-walled CNTs of moderate diameters can be well
represented as isotropic elastic continuum shells, as earlier pro-
posed !2". Under large tensile stress, CNTs fail irreversibly
through plasticity or brittle fracture !1". However, microscopic
calculations indicated that CNT also exhibit a rich nonlinearly
elastic behavior over wide ranges of mechanical stress !2,4,5".
With the DEM approximation, the continuum behavior can be
well reproduced. Thus, the known atomic-scale nanomechanical
behavior suggests that the existing DEM clumping structure valid
for the macroscale can be used and there is no need to invent a
new contact model for this purpose.

The high degree of crystalline uniformity of CNTs naturally
associates one spherical element with one translational cell or su-
percell repeating unit with length T and containing Na atoms.
Thus, in the stress-free representation of a CNT, the distance be-
tween contact planes is T #Fig. 1#a$$. It is important to recognize
that to comply with the underlying atomic-scale description, the
translational fragments lumped into the discrete elements cannot
be kept frozen during the relative motion of proximate elements
with respect to each other. From the existing contact models, we
found adequate the standard parallel bond contact because it es-
tablishes an elastic interaction between particles in terms of both
forces and moments. #The nomenclature used highlights that this
contact can work in parallel with other contact models.$

A parallel bond can be envisioned as a finite-sized disk of elas-
tic massless material with radius r bound around the contact and
centered on the axis connecting the centers of two proximate ele-
ments #Fig. 1#b$$. To this disk, we associate a set of ideal elastic
springs with normal kn and shear ks stiffnesses uniformly distrib-
uted over its circular cross section. When the contact is formed in
DEM, the total contact force and moment are initialized to zero. A
mechanical deformation will reflect in displacements of the gen-
eralized coordinates with respect with their initial position and
contact elastic forces and moments acting to restore the needlelike
shape. The restoring force and a moment develop within the bond
material according to its constitutive law. For example, a !x axial
relative displacement between i and i+1 elements causes a contact
restoring force Fi

x=!Fi+1
x =!knS!x, while a !"z relative angular

displacement causes a contact restoring moment Mi
x=!Mi+1

x =
!ksIx!"z. Here, S=#r2 and Ix= ## /2$r4 are the area and the polar
moment of inertia of the disk cross section. The full description of
the parallel bond implementation in PFC3D can be found in Poty-
ondy and Cundall !17".

The two spring constants can be obtained by considering elastic
elongation and torsion deformations and equating the strain en-
ergy of the DEM model with the one obtained microscopically. It
follows that the length of the parallel bond disk is T and kn
=Y /T and ks=G /T. Here, Y and G are atomistically computed
Young and shear moduli, respectively.

2.2 Contact Model to Represent the vdW Interactions. To
be able to simulate CNT systems, the parallel bonds representing
the covalent binding must be supplemented with a new contact
force representing the vdW interaction between two underlying
parallel nanotube segments of length T. Fortunately, this interac-
tion can be captured in a simple analytical form. Usually, the vdW
interaction between two atoms located at distance d is represented
by a Lennard–Jones #LJ$ 6-12 potential v#d$=4$!#% /d$12

! #% /d$6", where $ and % are standard parameters.2 We treat the
discrete interaction between carbon atoms located on the two par-
allel tube segments of length T in continuum way in terms of area
density of atoms &c=4 / #3%3aC–C

2 $ !21". Here, aC–C=1.42 Å is the
equilibrium carbon-carbon bond length in graphene. Integrating
the LJ interaction over the surfaces of the two tube segments
located at a center-to-center distance L, we arrived at #see Appen-
dix$

V#D$ & 4$!' A

D9.5 !
B

D3.5( #1$

Here, D= #L /r$!2 is the normalized intertube center-to-center
distance and $!= ##3#%6 /8r3$&c

2T$$. A= #21%6 /32r6$a and values
of dimensionless constants a and B are given in the Appendix.
This simple form for the vdW interaction energy V makes it easy
to derive the vdW force component acting on the spherical ele-
ments. While this model assumes that each DEM ball only inter-
acts with its nearest neighbor in the adjacent nanotube segment, it
may be easily adapted to the case of multiple-neighbor interac-
tions such as when the DEM balls are finely spaced.

3 Model Parametrization and Simulations
We now show an example of how the DEM framework may be

applied to CNTs. The DEM parametrization of a
#5,5$@#10,10$@#15,15$ multiwalled #MW$ CNT is given in
Tables 1–3. This MWCNT was parametrized as an elastic cylinder
for use in the PFC3D simulations. This is a natural choice given
the fact that the parallel bonds represent elastic cylinders. The

2Here, we used %=3.851 Å and $=4.0 meV.

Table 1 DEM parametrization for a „5,5…@„10,10…@„15,15…
MWCNT

m
#amu$

R
#Å$

2880 25.4

Table 2 Parallel bond parametrization for a
„5,5…@„10,10…@„15,15… MWCNT

T
#Å$

r
#Å$

kn
#eV /Å4$

ks
#eV /Å4$

5.06 10.17 2.81 0.57

Fig. 1 „a… CNT representation as a chain of overlapping
spherical elements shown here in 2D. „b… Parallel bond contact
model for the interaction of two spherical elements with radius
R.
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approximation does not introduce significant inaccuracies espe-
cially when the primary mode of deformation is bending as the
space inside the #5,5$ that is empty in the real CNT contributes
less than 2% to its moment of inertia. The empty space contributes
less than 12% to the cross-sectional area of the cylinder.

Parallel bond radius r is set to the radius of the outer #15,15$
wall 10.17 Å. Each DEM sphere lumps two translational unit
cells of the armchair MWCNT so the element spacing T is
5.06 Å. Each sphere then lumps 240 carbon atoms, giving each
sphere a mass m=2880 amu, important if the dynamics are to be
studied. The bending stiffness EIx of this MWCNT, 12.0 eV 'm,
taken from a previous atomistic study !5" was used to calculate
the Young modulus of the elastic cylinder representing the
MWCNT E=2.29 TPa. The elastic modulus in shear was taken as
the surface shear modulus of graphene multiplied by the interwall
spacing of the MWCNT, 3.4 Å. The result is G=459 GPa. It was
shown that only the innermost tubes’ moduli are likely to slightly
deviate from this value !3". The error caused is further reduced by
the fact that the fictitious area occupied by the inner walls con-
tributes a comparatively small portion to the area and polar mo-
ment of the cylinder. Appropriately scaling by T, the discrete nor-
mal and shear stiffnesses for each parallel bond are then kn
=2.81 eV /Å4 and ks=0.57 eV /Å4. Because the discrete elements
must interpenetrate to interact, the radius of the discrete element,
R=25.4 Å, is one-half the cutoff radius for the vdW interaction.

Having the model parametrized, we now demonstrate its utility
in describing the MWCNT rings often encountered in experiment
!22". This represents an ideal test for the model since the ring
structure arises from the energy balance stored in the parallel and
vdW bonds. Simulations considered a #5,5$@#10,10$@#15,15$
MWCNT of 500 nm length containing 240,000 atomic degrees of
freedom, a system well beyond the comfortable computational
level of atomistic or finite element simulations. This MWCNT is
represented by 1000 DEM balls.

Starting from a straight configuration, the tube was gradually
bent. During this process, strain accumulated in the parallel bonds
while vdW bonds played a negligible role. The remarkable part
starts from the moment when the two ends are brought into vdW
contact. Focusing on this last part of the simulation, which lasted
for about 2 h on a regular laptop computer, Fig. 2 shows the initial
#top$ and final obtained #bottom$ configurations. Instead of return-
ing to the initial straight state, the CNT evolves to the final stable
ring shown on the bottom. This state, resulted by sliding of the
two ends in the overlap region, as well as elastic relaxation, rep-
resents a minimum-energy state in the balance between vdW and
elastic energy. Because the curvature of the ring is less than
0.2 nm!1, placing it well within the linear elastic regime of bend-
ing !5", the parallel bond parametrization is valid.

4 Conclusion
On the surface, it could be difficult to see what a methodology

designed for large-scale engineering problems has to do with CNT
systems. In this paper, we indicated the suitability of this method-
ology on much smaller time and size scales. We represented each
CNT with a chain of parallel-bonded spherical elements to capture
the intrawall interactions along with a vdW model to capture in-
terwall interactions. The resulting mesoscale model is adequate
for implementation in existing DEM software packages. With the
PFC3D code, we demonstrated its ability to describe CNT rings. Of
course, the basic CNT mesoscopic model introduced here can be

further optimized and enhanced. For example, the parallel bonds
can be adjusted to accommodate nonlinear rippling by introducing
a reduction in the relevant elastic constants beyond certain strain
levels !5". To describe CNT fracture, one can introduce bond
strengths beyond which the parallel bonds break !1". There is an
interesting prospect for more complex engineering investigations
since the foundations are already in place. For example, the
method could be used to study bundling and coagulation of tubes
in water supplies and blood streams, of high importance for the
relatively recent area of nanotoxicology.
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Nomenclature
r ( nanotube radius

Y, G ( Young and shear moduli of a carbon nanotube
m, R ( mass and radius of a distinct spherical element
T, r ( length and radius of the parallel bond

kn, ks ( normal and shear stiffnesses of a parallel bond
$!, A, B ( parameters for the van der Waals contact

L ( intertube center-to-center distance
D ( normalized intertube center-to-center distance

D= #L /r$!2

Appendix
Equation #1$ is an approximate evaluation of the vdW interac-

tion energy given by the integral

Table 3 Van der Waals bond parametrization for the interac-
tion of „5,5…@„10,10…@„15,15… MWCNTs

$!
#meV$ A B

10.77 9.15)10!4 1.31

Fig. 2 Result of „5,5…@„10,10…@„15,15… MWCNT ring simula-
tion showing initial and final configurations of relaxation. Light
gray „yellow… represents the size of the CNT, while gray „blue…
represents the vdW cutoff radii of each ball.
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V#D$ = &c
2r2T)

!#

# )
!#

# )
!T/2

T/2

v#d$dxd*2d*1 #A1$

In cylindrical coordinates #r ,* ,x$, the distance between two
atoms located on two different tube segments aligned along the
x-axis is d=%r2+ l2!2rl cos *2+x2, where l
=%r2+L2!2rL cos *1 #Fig. 3#a$$. We are focusing on the case in
which the distance between tubes is small, which means D+1.
Then, the major contribution to Eq. #A1$ comes from small angles
*1 and *2. It is convenient to introduce the notation t
=%r2+ l2!2rl cos *2. Then, t /r+1. If T*r, also, t /T+1. Using
these approximations in the attraction and repulsive terms of Eq.
#A1$, it follows that:

)
!T/2

T/2
dx

d6 =)
!T/2

T/2
dx

#t2 + x2$3 =
3#

8

1

t5'1 + O+ t

T
,(

)
!T/2

T/2
dx

d12 =)
!T/2

T/2
dx

#t2 + x2$6 =
63#

256

1

t11'1 + O+ t

T
,(

Neglecting the higher order terms, Eq. #A1$ writes

V#D$ & $&c
2T

3#%6

2r3 )
!#

# )
!#

# '21%6

32r6 + r

t
,11

! + r

t
,5(d*2d*1

#A2$
Further, using a Taylor series expansion

t2

r2 = *2
2 + #D + *1

2$2 + o#max-*2
2,*1

4,D*1
2,D2.$ #A3$

and substituting Eq. #A3$ into Eq. #A2$, one recovers Eq. #1$. The
constants a and B are given by

a =)
!,

, )
!,

,
dt1dt2

#t2
2 + #1 + t1

2$2$11/2 & 0.47

B =)
!,

, )
!,

,
dt1dt2

#t2
2 + #1 + t1

2$2$5/2 & 1.31

The comparison for the vdW energy Eq. #A1$ obtained by nu-
merical integration against the approximate form given by Eq. #1$
is presented in Fig. 3#b$ for three values of r. The small-intertube
approximation behind Eq. #1$ works very well even for large D
values. This is because the exact interaction energy at large dis-
tances is negligibly small.
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Fig. 3 „a… Schematics for the cross-sectional view of two par-
allel tubes. „b… The vdW energy versus a normalized intertube
center-to-center distance D. Results are shown for three differ-
ent tube radii. Both exact Eq. „A1… „numerical integration… and
approximate Eq. „1… evaluations are presented for a
comparison.
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